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Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342

AVMA Veterinary Medical Assistance Teams (VMATs)
Disaster response teams returning to Health and Human Services, 1707
AVMA receives award for PR campaign after hurricane, 1708

AVMA Veterinary Technician Education and Activities (CVTEA)
Veterinary leaders needed, 1362

AVMA Web Site
AVMA avian influenza FAQ updated, 1864

Awards
AVMA campaign receives NAMA, Telly awards, 14
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Academia: Larry Dee, 201
Academia: Neil Shaw, 201
Associations: Janice C Hayes, 201
Exotic DVM of the Year recognized, 201
Massachusetts VMA, 344
Student wins a year’s tuition, 344
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine, 493
Phi Zeta presents annual research awards, 493
Utah VMA, 495
California VMA, 654
Miyahara takes home top AVMA award, 883
Veterinarians at the pinnacle, 885
AVMA Auxiliary raises support for veterinary medicine, 907
Hill’s sponsorship for AVMA Annual Convention soars to highest levels, 910
North Dakota VMA, 911
Affiliated groups gather in Honolulu, 1065
Academia: Robert A Smith, 1075
Associations: Richard Blake, 1075
Name-dropping: deserving nominees wanted for AVMA awards, 1222
Little earns leadership award, scholarship established, 1225
Academia: Carl A Pinkert, 1232
Academia: Lorraine J Hoffman, 1232
Associations: Paul L Barrows, 1232
Government: Bernadette Dunham, 1232
Society for Theriogenology, 1233
American College of Theriogenologists, 1234
Association of Avian Veterinarians, 1234
Idaho VMA, 1235
South Dakota VMA, 1235
Vermont VMA, 1235
Illini confer career distinctions, 1366
Organizations: Angela Lamerato-Kozicki, 1366
Organizations: James H Steele, 1366
Bringing more bovine practitioners into the fold, 1551
Among the finest in bovine practice, 1560
AVMA receives award for PR campaign after hurricane, 1708
Academia: David Twedt, Jr, 1714
Academia: James Pearson, 1714
Academia: Mary K Boudreaux, 1714
Colorado VMA, 1714
Iowa VMA, 1714
Kentucky VMA, 1715
American Association of Zoo Veterinarians, 1876
American College of Veterinary Surgeons, 1876
Associations: Colin F Burrows, 1878
Associations: Dale E Bjorling, 1878
Associations: DL Millis, 1878
Associations: Edwin Fisher, 1878
Associations: James Brandt, 1878
Associations: Robert Fulton, 1878

Banfield, The Pet Hospital
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342
Delivering Meals on Wheels— pets, 1076
Little earns leadership award, scholarship established, 1225

Bayer Animal Health
AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637

Behavior
Advising clients about dog parks, 902
Veterinary technicians are key to behavior health programs, 903

Belgium
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636

Beltex Corporation
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636

BET Pharm LLC
Compounding case against BET Pharm settled, 1557

Biosecurity
AVMA makes ’07 farm bill a priority, 192
List narrows for possible homes for research facility, 1061
Congress strengthens animal enterprise terrorism law, 1865
UT launches agriculture, food security preparedness center, 1875

Bites
AVMA brochure aims to reduce incidence of dog bites, 15

Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica Inc
Company to fund research on porcine circovirus, 343
Company introduces monitoring program for porcine circovirus, 652
Funding available for PRRS research, 1231
Company gives grants for study of porcine circovirus, 1365

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE)
Diamond Pet Foods receives warning from FDA, 16

Brazil
Executive Board meets pressing needs, 889

California
Waiting period down for Clinical Proficiency Examination, 14
Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193
Teaching hospitals short on specialists, 339
More veterinarians offer hospice care for pets, 484
California VMA, 654
Advising clients about dog parks, 902
Veterinary family practice association debuts, 911
International student group meets in California, 911
Donations support a plethora of programs at colleges, 1074
Research targets conditions of older cats and dogs, 482
UC-Davis cares for pets that outlive owners, 1874
Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

Calls for Proposals
Funding available for PRRS research, 1231
Feline practitioners seek research proposals, 1366

Canada
Research targets conditions of older cats and dogs, 482
USDA, DOI expand wild bird monitoring for avian influenza, 1063

Careers
Protect your financial security from unexpected health setbacks [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 198

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 488
Improving human health protection [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 893
USDA celebrates 100 years of food safety, 1072
AVMA avian influenza FAQ updated, 1863

Chile
Executive Board meets pressing needs, 889

China
Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

Christian Veterinary Mission (CVM)
Affiliated groups gather in Honolulu, 1065

Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD)
Study: chronic wasting disease spread through blood, saliva, 1710

Client Education
AAFP, Fort Dodge offer kit on cat wellness, 200
Risks associated with NSAID use described in drug label, package insert, client handout, 340
Veterinary associations offer guidelines on senior care, 483
Educating clients through Pet Diabetes Month, 1076

Clinical Proficiency Examination (CPE)
Waiting period down for Clinical Proficiency Examination, 14

Collaboration
Mahr calls for “one health” initiative, 640

Colorado
More veterinarians offer hospice care for pets, 484
Researchers study noise, human contact in shelters, 1072
Donations support a plethora of programs at colleges, 1074
Restoring Iraq’s veterinary infrastructure, 1229
Livestock deaths lead to injunction against feed company, 1231
Study: chronic wasting disease spread through blood, saliva, 1710

Academia: David Twedt, Jr, 1714
Colorado VMA, 1714
Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

Communication
Risks associated with NSAID use described in drug label, package insert, client handout, 340
Veterinarians’ words carry the authority of the healer, 888
One world, one health, one medicine [RK Mahr], 892
Speaking up to make a difference, 901

Communication Solutions
Sessions address twice-a-year veterinary visits, 900

Companion Animals
Proposal separates accreditation for companion animals, all species, 12
AVMA brochure aims to reduce incidence of dog bites, 15
Government, welfare groups encourage emergency preparedness, 15

Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
Spending on pets projected to hit all-time high, 340
Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
The geriatric issue, 481
Research targets conditions of older cats and dogs, 482
Bonds that last a lifetime, 486
Top 10 reasons pets visit veterinarians, 651

Sessions address twice-a-year veterinary visits, 900
Veterinary technicians are key to behavior health programs, 903

Veterinary family practice association debuts, 910
Delivering Meals on Wheels—to pets, 1076
Educating clients through Pet Diabetes Month, 1076
Congress orders disaster planners to account for pets, 1357

Applications for student research program being accepted, 1873

Competitions
LSU seeks entries for “Animals in Art” exhibition, 1559
Compounding
Court rules in drug compounding case, 343
Court files order in pharmacies’ case against FDA, 1228
Compounding case against BET Pharm settled, 1557
Texas drug compounding case [E Curry-Galvin], 1709

Continuing Veterinary Education
Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193
AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637

Controlled Substances
Veterinarians may submit theft, loss reports to DEA online, 12
Comments sought on issuing multiple prescriptions, 1221
DEA lists embutramide as schedule III controlled substance, 1358

Controlled Substances Act
DEA fees for veterinarians to rise in November, 1220

Cooperative Agricultural Services
Livestock deaths lead to injunction against feed company, 1231

Council of Science Editors (CSE)
Veterinarians provide insights at unusual venue, 17

Council on Agricultural Science and Technology (CAST)
Veterinary leaders needed, 1362

Crime
Veterinarians may submit theft, loss reports to DEA online, 12
Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 488
Animal rights militants sentenced to federal prison, 1358
Office supply scams sometimes target veterinary practices, 1360
Former FDA chief pleads guilty over stock holdings, 1545
Veterinarian sentenced to 25 years for husband’s murder, 1713
Congress strengthens animal enterprise terrorism law, 1865

Cuba
Executive Board meets pressing needs, 889

Cutting Edge Products
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342

Deaths
US Army veterinarian killed in action, 188

Debt
Kansas veterinary students can work off debt in rural practice, 19

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Gorilla conservation project takes ‘one-health’ approach, 1546

Diamond Pet Foods
Diamond Pet Foods receives warning from FDA, 16

Diet
Research targets conditions of older cats and dogs, 482
Organic livestock production offers challenges, opportunities, 899
New pastures in production medicine, 1871

Diplomates
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine, 493
American College of Veterinary Clinical Pharmacology, 653
Affiliated groups gather in Honolulu, 1065
American College of Veterinary Nutrition, 1233
American College of Theriogenologists, 1234
American College of Veterinary Dermatology, 1561
American College of Zoological Medicine, 1876

Disasters
Government, welfare groups encourage emergency preparedness, 15
Search-and-rescue dogs show no signs of cancer, 17
Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 488
Executive Board meetings pressing needs, 889
Animal facilities need to plan for disasters, 903
Tropical fundraiser is fruitful, 1064
Campaign reaches out to pets affected by disasters, 1076
Congress orders disaster planners to account for pets, 1357
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706
Disaster response teams returning to Health and Human Services, 1707
AVMA receives award for PR campaign after hurricane, 1708
State policing institute plans for animals in disasters, 1875

District of Columbia (DC)
Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
A capital place for an AVMA convention, 911
Government: Bernadette Dunham, 1232

Diversity
AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637
The advantages of practicing diversity, 895

Dog Parks
Advising clients about dog parks, 902

Doris Day Animal League
HSUS, Doris Day join forces, 1359

Downed Animal Protection Act
AVMA makes ’07 farm bill a priority, 192

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
Veterinarians may submit theft, loss reports to DEA online, 12
DEA fees for veterinarians to rise in November, 1220
Comments sought on issuing multiple prescriptions, 1221
DEA lists embutramide as schedule III controlled substance, 1358

Drugs
FDA to allow more drugs for nonfood minor species, 1220
Comments sought on issuing multiple prescriptions, 1221
Free, unbiased reports on prescription drugs available [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 1224
Court files order in pharmacies’ case against FDA, 1228

Economics
Executive Board focuses on future of veterinary medicine, AVMA, 189
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
FDA to allow more drugs for nonfood minor species, 1220
Free, unbiased reports on prescription drugs available [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 1224
Health insurance costs [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 1548

Egypt
Australia to resume livestock exports to Egypt after welfare concerns, 1557

Elections
Executive Board focuses on future of veterinary medicine, AVMA, 189
Aspros wins Executive Board seat, 195
Massachusetts VMA, 344
American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine, 493
Utah VMA, 495
AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637
Delegates choose Hammer as AVMA president-elect, 641
It’s official: Hendrix new AVMA vice president, 641
Cook running for AVMA president-elect, 643
House elects four to advisory committee, 649
Twelve AVMA council seats filled by HOD, 649
California VMA, 654
Student AVMA convenes in Hawaii [A Partnow], 897
North Dakota VMA, 911
AVMA elects officers, 1064
Affiliated groups gather in Honolulu, 1065
Society for Theriogenology, 1233
American College of Theriogenologists, 1234
Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges, 1234
Association of Avian Veterinarians, 1234
Idaho VMA, 1235
South Dakota VMA, 1235
Vermont VMA, 1235
American Association of Wildlife Veterinarians, 1366
Bringing more bovine practitioners into the fold, 1551
Hatcher advocates more time on farm, 1555
Colorado VMA, 1714
Iowa VMA, 1714
Kentucky VMA, 1715
Veterinarians see gains in ’06 elections, 1863
AAFP president thinks globally, 1870
American Association of Zoo Veterinarians, 1876
American College of Veterinary Surgeons, 1876
American College of Zoological Medicine, 1876

Electronic Identification
USDA releases 2005 Animal Health Report, 1545

Elephants
USDA seeks input on captive elephants, 884

Embutramide
DEA lists embutramide as schedule III controlled substance, 1358

Emergencies
Government, welfare groups encourage emergency preparedness, 15
Barbaro’s care illustrates veterinary profession’s capabilities, 185

Emerging Infectious Diseases
Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
Colleges partner to address public and animal health threats, 1075
APHIS restricts carp imports, 1365

Employment
Government revises veterinary medical officer standards, 13
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
USDA proposes allowing more substances in organic livestock, 639
Epidemiology
Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 488
Cases of xylitol poisoning in dogs rises, 1062
APHIS restricts carp imports, 1365
USDA Web site lists equine disease data, 1557
AAEP develops guidelines for infectious disease outbreaks, 1706
Study: chronic wasting disease spread through blood, saliva, 1710
New pastures in production medicine, 1871

Escherichia coli
Study seeks sources of E coli in California leafy greens, 1710

Estate Planning
Bonds that last a lifetime, 486
UC-Davis cares for pets that outlive owners, 1874

Ethics
Consumers in the market for meat with a story, 18
Veterinarians’ words carry the authority of the healer, 888

Euthanasia
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
Executive Board meetings pressing needs, 889
DEA lists embutramide as schedule III controlled substance, 1358

Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM)
Delving into evidence-based medicine, 900

Evidence-Based Veterinary Medicine Association (EBVMA)
Delving into evidence-based medicine, 900

Examinations
Waiting period down for Clinical Proficiency Examination, 14
ECFVG seeks question writers for new examination, 195
Profession provides input for new knowledge test, 1064

Exercise Therapy
Simple device enhances health of arthritic dogs, 1076

Exhibitions
LSU seeks entries for “Animals in Art” exhibition, 1559

Exhibits
AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637

F

FAMACHA
New pastures in production medicine, 1871

Farm Sanctuary
Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
Congress orders disaster planners to account for pets, 1357

Federal Register
Proposal separates accreditation for companion animals, all species, 12

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
Office supply scams sometimes target veterinary practices, 1360

Federal Veterinarians
Government revises veterinary medical officer standards, 13

Federation of Asian Veterinary Associations (FAVA)
Miyahara takes home top AVMA award, 883

Feed
Livestock deaths lead to injunction against feed company, 1231

Fees
DEA fees for veterinarians to rise in November, 1220

Fish
APHIS restricts carp imports, 1365
US aquaculture sales surpass $1 billion, 1556
Commission studies effects of animal feeding operations, 1711

Florida
Veterinarians provide insights at unusual venue, 17
Academia: ET York, 201
Academia: Larry Dee, 201
Academia: Neil Shaw, 201
Student wins a year’s tuition, 344
Phi Zeta presents annual research awards, 493
Hoffsis to head Florida veterinary college, 1073
Student develops software to create study flashcards, 1232
Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

**Foie Gras**
Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193

**Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)**
Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

**Food and Drug Administration (FDA)**
Diamond Pet Foods receives warning from FDA, 16
Court rules in drug compounding case, 343
USDA proposes allowing more substances in organic livestock, 639
FDA to allow more drugs for nonfood minor species, 1220
Court files order in pharmacies’ case against FDA, 1228
DEA lists embutramide as schedule III controlled substance, 1358
Former FDA chief pleads guilty over stock holdings, 1545
Commissioned Corps promotes veterinary officers, 1559
AVMA avian influenza FAQ updated, 1863

**Food Animal Industry**
Kansas veterinary students can work off debt in rural practice, 19
USDA proposes allowing more substances in organic livestock, 639
Company introduces monitoring program for porcine circovirus, 652
Organic livestock production offers challenges, opportunities, 899
FDA to allow more drugs for nonfood minor species, 1220
Commission studies effects of animal feeding operations, 1711

**Food Safety**
USDA proposes allowing more substances in organic livestock, 639
USDA celebrates 100 years of food safety, 1072
National Pork Board requests research proposals, 1556
UT launches agriculture, food security preparedness center, 1875

**Foreign Animal Disease**
Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
APHIS restricts carp imports, 1365

**Fort Dodge Animal Health**
AVMA campaign receives NAMA, Telly awards, 14
Fort Dodge recalls one lot of rabies vaccine, 187
AAFP, Fort Dodge offer kit on cat wellness, 200
Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342
AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637
Sessions address twice-a-year veterinary visits, 900
Feline practitioners reach out, 1868

**France**
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

**Funding**
Kansas veterinary students can work off debt in rural practice, 19
Shelter medicine grants available to veterinary schools, colleges, 20
Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
Executive Board focuses on future of veterinary medicine, AVMA, 189
AVMA makes ‘07 farm bill a priority, 192

Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193
Company to fund research on porcine circovirus, 343
Pennsylvania receives grant for large animal hospital, 344
Student wins a year’s tuition, 344
Author gives $1 million to Cornell hospital, 493
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
Oregon State students to staff humane society’s medical center, 652
AVMA Auxiliary raises support for veterinary medicine, 907
Hill’s sponsorship for AVMA Annual Convention soars to highest levels, 910
Tropical fundraiser is fruitful, 1064
Cornell to build diagnostic center, 1073
Grants for feline health research available, 1073
Donations support a plethora of programs at colleges, 1074
Campaign reaches out to pets affected by disasters, 1076
Simple device enhances health of arthritic dogs, 1076
Little earns leadership award, scholarship established, 1225
Funding available for PRRS research, 1231
Student develops software to create study flashcards, 1232
Veterinary technician scholarships presented, 1232
Company gives grants for study of porcine circovirus, 1365
Feline practitioners seek research proposals, 1366
Bringing more bovine practitioners into the fold, 1551
National Pork Board requests research proposals, 1556
Funds available to start state animal response teams, 1558
Morris Animal Foundation funds $4.3 million in animal health studies, 1558
Auburn to study treatment for lymphoma in dogs, 1709
Study seeks sources of E coli in California leafy greens, 1710
Commission studies effects of animal feeding operations, 1711
Iowa State breaks ground on hospital, 1711
Applications for student research program being accepted, 1873
UT launches agriculture, food security preparedness center, 1875
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Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
Associations: Janice C Hayes, 201
Exotic DVM of the Year recognized, 201
AVMA Auxiliary raises support for veterinary medicine, 907
University of Georgia opens research center, 1075
Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

**Germany**
Military veterinarians gather in Germany, 653
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

**Global Early Warning and Response System**
Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

**Global Health Corps Act**
AVMA makes ’07 farm bill a priority, 192

**Global Initiatives in Veterinary Education**
Veterinarians provide insights at unusual venue, 17

**Glue**
Cases of dogs ingesting glue increase, 1231

**Goodlatte-Peterson Amendment**
Horse slaughter ban clears House, 1219

**Grayson-Jockey Club**
Making racing safer for horses, 1705
Free, unbiased reports on prescription drugs available [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 1224
Health insurance costs [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 1548
AVMA GHLIT marks 50 years of service to veterinarians, 1866

International Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point Alliance (IHACCPA)
Veterinary leaders needed, 1362

International Veterinary Education
Student AVMA convenes in Hawaii [A Partnow], 897

International Veterinary Medicine
Veterinarians provide insights at unusual venue, 17
Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 488
Mahr calls for “one health” initiative, 640
Company introduces monitoring program for porcine circovirus, 682
Military veterinarians gather in Germany, 653
Miyahara takes home top AVMA award, 883
Executive Board meets pressing needs, 889
Student AVMA convenes in Hawaii [A Partnow], 897
Restoring Iraq’s veterinary infrastructure, 1229

International Veterinary Student Association (IVSA)
International student group meets in California, 911
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UT launches agriculture, food security preparedness center, 1875

Internships/Externships
Student AVMA convenes in Hawaii [A Partnow], 897
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Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193
AVMA Auxiliary raises support for veterinary medicine, 907
Academia: Lorraine J Hoffman, 1232
Iowa State breaks ground on hospital, 1711
Academia: James Pearson, 1714
Iowa VMA, 1714
Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

Iraq
US Army veterinarian killed in action, 188
Restoring Iraq’s veterinary infrastructure, 1229

Ireland
Education council schedules site visits, 14
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Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636

Joint Subcommittee on Aquaculture, National Aquatic Animal Health Task Force
Veterinary leaders needed, 1362
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FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association (JAVMA)
Improving human health protection [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 893

Kansas
Kansas veterinary students can work off debt in rural practice, 19
Little earns leadership award, scholarship established, 1225
Livestock deaths lead to injunction against feed company, 1231
Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

Kay’s Animal Shelter
The evolution of shelter medicine, 1543

Kentucky
Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193
Restoring Iraq’s veterinary infrastructure, 1229
Kentucky VMA, 1715

King Amendment
Horse slaughter ban clears House, 1219

Labelling
Consumers in the market for meat with a story, 18

Lasker Institute
Health insurance costs [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 1548
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AVMA campaign receives NAMA, Telly awards, 14

Leadership
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342

Legislation
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Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
Bonds that last a lifetime, 486
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Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
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Speaking up to make a difference, 901
Horse slaughter ban clears House, 1219
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Legislative how-to, 1226
Congress orders disaster planners to account for pets, 1357
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UK to enact animal welfare bill, 1865

Lesbian and Gay Veterinary Medical Association (LGVMA)
Affiliated groups gather in Honolulu, 1065

Licensure
Speaking up to make a difference, 901
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The geriatric issue, 481
Research targets conditions of older cats and dogs, 482
Veterinary associations offer guidelines on senior care, 483
More veterinarians offer hospice care for pets, 484
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AVMA brochure aims to reduce incidence of dog bites, 15
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Litigation
Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
Court rules in drug compounding case, 343
Minnesota veterinary board sued for teeth floating law, 1221
Legislative how-to, 1226
Court files order in pharmacies’ case against FDA, 1228
Animal rights militants sentenced to federal prison, 1358
Poultry slaughter case can proceed, 1359
Former FDA chief pleads guilty over stock holdings, 1545
Compounding case against BET Pharm settled, 1557
Veterinarian sentenced to 25 years for husband’s murder, 1713
Congress strengthens animal enterprise terrorism law, 1865
UC-Davis cares for pets that outlive owners, 1874
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USDA proposes allowing more substances in organic livestock, 639
Livestock deaths lead to injunction against feed company, 1231
Australia to resume livestock exports to Egypt after welfare concerns, 1557
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Animal facilities need to plan for disasters, 903
Congress orders disaster planners to account for pets, 1357
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Lymphoma
Auburn to study treatment for lymphoma in dogs, 1709
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Shelter medicine grants available to veterinary schools, colleges, 20
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Company introduces monitoring program for porcine circovirus, 652
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Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
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Gorilla conservation project takes ‘one-health’ approach, 1546
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Delivering Meals on Wheels—to pets, 1076
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Speaking up to make a difference, 901
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USDA expands plan for low-pathogenic avian influenza, 1365
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Genetics research aids scrapie eradication, 1873
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Board weighs in on 2006 resolutions, 193
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Risks associated with NSAID use described in drug label, package insert, client handout, 340
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Occupational Hazards
Protect your financial security from unexpected health setbacks
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Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
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Alumni Association
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Search-and-rescue dogs show no signs of cancer, 17
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Organic livestock production offers challenges, opportunities, 899
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USDA seeks input on captive elephants, 884
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Simple device enhances health of arthritic dogs, 1076
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The evolution of shelter medicine, 1543
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Congress strengthens animal enterprise terrorism law, 1865
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Educating clients through Pet Diabetes Month, 1076
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Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
Congress orders disaster planners to account for pets, 1357
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Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342

PetSmart Charities
Funds available to start state animal response teams, 1558

Pew Charitable Trusts
Commission studies effects of animal feeding operations, 1711
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The advantages of practicing diversity, 895
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Court rules in drug compounding case, 343
Court files order in pharmacies’ case against FDA, 1228
Texas drug compounding case [E Curry-Galvin], 1709
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Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
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List narrows for possible homes for research facility, 1061
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Company to fund research on porcine circovirus, 343
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Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS)
Funding available for PRRS research, 1231
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Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life
Insurance Trust], 488
Executive Board meetings pressing needs, 889
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Protecting against avian influenza [AVMA Group Health & Life
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Sessions address twice-a-year veterinary visits, 900

Prescriptions
Comments sought on issuing multiple prescriptions, 1221
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Study: chronic wasting disease spread through blood, saliva, 1710
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AVMA brochure aims to reduce incidence of dog bites, 15
Veterinarians provide insights at unusual venue, 17
AVMA makes ‘07 farm bill a priority, 192
Mahr calls for “one health” initiative, 640
Improving human health protection [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 893
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Bringing more bovine practitioners into the fold, 1551
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Fort Dodge recalls one lot of rabies vaccine, 187
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Barbaro’s care illustrates veterinary profession’s capabilities, 185
Making racing safer for horses, 1705

Recalls
Diamond Pet Foods receives warning from FDA, 16
Fort Dodge recalls one lot of rabies vaccine, 187
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Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
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Livestock deaths lead to injunction against feed company, 1231
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Dean retires at Louisiana State, 22
Executive Board focuses on future of veterinary medicine, AVMA, 189
A Little advance notice, 196
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Risks associated with NSAID use described in drug label, package insert, client handout, 340
Improving human health protection [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 893
Company introduces monitoring program for porcine circovirus, 652
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Veterinary leaders needed, 1362

Rural Veterinary Medicine
Kansas veterinary students can work off debt in rural practice, 19
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Gorilla conservation project takes ‘one-health’ approach, 1546

Saudi Arabia
FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

Save Act
AVMA makes ‘07 farm bill a priority, 192

Schering-Plough Animal Health
Bringing more bovine practitioners into the fold, 1551

Scotland
Waiting period down for Clinical Proficiency Examination, 14

Scrapie
Genetics research aids scrapie eradication, 1873

Sheep
Genetics research aids scrapie eradication, 1873

Shelters
Shelter medicine grants available to veterinary schools, colleges, 20
Researchers study noise, human contact in shelters, 1072
The evolution of shelter medicine, 1543
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Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342

Singapore
Hill’s: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
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Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
Poultry slaughter case can proceed, 1359

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA)
Bonds that last a lifetime, 486
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Society for Theriogenology, 1233
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Affiliated groups gather in Honolulu, 1065
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Diamond Pet Foods receives warning from FDA, 16

South Dakota
South Dakota VMA, 1235

Southern Consortium for Small Ruminant parasite Control (SCSRPC)
New pastures in production medicine, 1871
### South Korea
- Hill's: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21

### Spay/Neuter
- The evolution of shelter medicine, 1543

### Spring Viremia of Carp
- APHIS restricts carp imports, 1365

### St. Kitts
- Education council schedules site visits, 14

### State Animal Response Teams (SART)
- Funds available to start state animal response teams, 1558

### Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC)
- Animal rights militants sentenced to federal prison, 1358
- Congress strengthens animal enterprise terrorism law, 1865

### Stress
- Researchers study noise, human contact in shelters, 1072

### Student American Veterinary Medical Association (SAVMA)
- Student AVMA convenes in Hawaii [A Partnow], 897

### Student AVMA House of Delegates (SAHOD)
- Student AVMA convenes in Hawaii [A Partnow], 897

### Subaru of America
- AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637

### Surveillance
- Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
- USDA, DOI expand wild bird monitoring for avian influenza, 1063
- USDA expands plan for low-pathogenic avian influenza, 1365
- Texas eradicates cattle tuberculosis, 1550
- USDA Web site lists equine disease data, 1557
- AAEP develops guidelines for infectious disease outbreaks, 1706
- Study: chronic wasting disease spread through blood, saliva, 1710
- New pastures in production medicine, 1871

### Surveys
- AAHA study reveals trends in practices offering specialty services, 16
- Executive Board focuses on future of veterinary medicine, AVMA, 189
- Teaching hospitals short on specialists, 339
- Top 10 reasons pets visit veterinarians, 651
- Improving human health protection [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 893
- Free, unbiased reports on prescription drugs available [AVMA Group Health & Life Insurance Trust], 1224
- USDA to launch national dairy study, 1556

### Sweden
- FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

### Switzerland
- FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

### Symposia
- Teaching hospitals short on specialists, 339
- AVMA Annual Convention breaks attendance record, 637
- The advantages of practicing diversity, 895
- Donations support a plethora of programs at colleges, 1074
- Legislative how-to, 1226

### Taiwan
- Hill's: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21

### Task Forces
- Veterinary leaders needed, 1362

### Tennessee
- Bringing more bovine practitioners into the fold, 1551
- Hatcher advocates more time on farm, 1555
- UT launches agriculture, food security preparedness center, 1875
- Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877

### Terrorism
- AVMA makes '07 farm bill a priority, 192
- List narrows for possible homes for research facility, 1061
- Congress strengthens animal enterprise terrorism law, 1865
- UT launches agriculture, food security preparedness center, 1875
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- Court rules in drug compounding case, 343
- Bonds that last a lifetime, 486
- Restoring Iraq's veterinary infrastructure, 1229
- Texas eradicates cattle tuberculosis, 1550
- Texas drug compounding case [E Curry-Galvin], 1709
- Veterinarian sentenced to 25 years for husband’s murder, 1713
- Teaching, research awards conferred, 1877
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- Hill's: a unifying force in the global veterinary community, 21
- Dog dies of avian influenza, 1863
- Dog dies of avian influenza, 1864

### Theriogenology
- New pastures in production medicine, 1871

### Toxicology
- Cases of xylitol poisoning in dogs rises, 1062
- Cases of dogs ingesting glue increase, 1231

### Trade
- Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
- Australia to resume livestock exports to Egypt after welfare concerns, 1557

### Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSEs)
- Diamond Pet Foods receives warning from FDA, 16
- Study: chronic wasting disease spread through blood, saliva, 1710

### Traps
- AVMA makes '07 farm bill a priority, 192

### Trusts
- UC-Davis cares for pets that outlive owners, 1874
- Texas eradicates cattle tuberculosis, 1550

### Tuberculosis
- Uganda
  - Gorilla conservation project takes ‘one-health’ approach, 1546

### Uniformed Services
- Royal Veterinary College joins AAVMC, 20
- UK to enact animal welfare bill, 1865
United Nations (UN)
Mahr calls for “one health” initiative, 640

United States
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FAO center to rapidly respond to disease outbreaks, 1706

Unwanted Horse Coalition (UHC)
Coalition becomes part of American Horse Council, 488

Uruguay
Executive Board meets pressing needs, 889

US Animal Health Association (USHAHA)
Restoring Iraq’s veterinary infrastructure, 1229

US Animal Health Report
USDA releases 2005 Animal Health Report, 1545

US Armed Forces
US Army veterinarian killed in action, 188
Casey leads Biomedical Sciences Corps, 493
Military veterinarians gather in Germany, 653
Restoring Iraq’s veterinary infrastructure, 1229

US Army Veterinary Corps
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342
Army Veterinary Corps celebrates 90th anniversary [J Poppe], 491
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AVMA makes ’07 farm bill a priority, 192
Disaster planning for pets moves forward, 341
Congress holds hearings on horse slaughter ban, 636
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Legislative how-to, 1226
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US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
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US Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
List narrows for possible homes for research facility, 1061
Disaster response teams returning to Health and Human Services, 1707

US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Government, welfare groups encourage emergency preparedness, 15
List narrows for possible homes for research facility, 1061
AVMA fellows placed with Congress, Homeland Security Department, 1707
Disaster response teams returning to Health and Human Services, 1707
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US Department of the Interior (DOI)
USDAl, DOI expand wild bird monitoring for avian influenza, 1063

US Fish and Wildlife Service
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The geriatric issue, 481

US Pharmacopeial Convention (USP)
Organizations: Dawn M Boothe, 653

US Postal Services (USPS)
Office supply scams sometimes target veterinary practices, 1360

US Public Health Service (PHS)
Commissioned Corps promotes veterinary officers, 1559

Utah
Utah VMA, 495
AVMA Auxiliary raises support for veterinary medicine, 907

V
Vaccinology
Fort Dodge recalls one lot of rabies vaccine, 187
Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
List narrows for possible homes for research facility, 1061
University of Georgia opens research center, 1075
Auburn to study treatment for lymphoma in dogs, 1709

VCA Antech
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342

Vermont
Vermont VMA, 1235

Veterinarian-Client-Patient Relationship
Risks associated with NSAID use described in drug label, package insert, client handout, 340
The geriatric issue, 481
Veterinary associations offer guidelines on senior care, 483
More veterinarians offer hospice care for pets, 484
Veterinarians’ words carry the authority of the healer, 888
Sessions address twice-a-year veterinary visits, 900
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Educating clients through Pet Diabetes Month, 1076
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US Army veterinarian killed in action, 188
Army Veterinary Corps celebrates 90th anniversary [J Poppe], 491

Washington
Leadership conference spotlights learning, awareness, 342
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Wellness
AAFP, Fort Dodge offer kit on cat wellness, 200
Improving human health protection [AVMA Group Health and Life Insurance Trust], 893
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Waiting period down for Clinical Proficiency Examination, 14
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West Nile Virus
Injunction issued on West Nile vaccine ad campaign, 200
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Wildlife Disease Association (WDA)
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Winn Feline Foundation
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World Health Organization (WHO)
Global warning system for zoonotic diseases launches, 1063
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World Wide Web
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Cases of xylitol poisoning in dogs rises, 1062
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